ADAPTIVE BUSINESS INTELLIGENCE
Proteus is a powerful open systems business intelligence solution that integrates enterprise and project
management data regardless of the underlying data
sources.
With Proteus, organizations and companies have the
ability to maximize their return on investment from existing ERP, legacy,
customized or best-of-breed systems and view related information in a cohesive
and coherent manner in one place. Proteus has unsurpassed flexibility
to ensure data integrity, accuracy and integration for effective management
visibility and control.
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In typical best-of-breed software environments, data is stored arbitrarily with little or no
understanding of how that data should be interrelated or integrated between the various
systems. It is left to the analyst or manager to cull through this information to determine
relevance. The typical approaches used to solve the integration issue have been hard-coding,
data-mining and cubes. These approaches require high level programming expertise, constant
maintenance and have a long lead time between development and deployment. Proteus avoids
these pitfalls through its out-of-the-box approach to data integration, providing almost immediate,
short-term payback through rapid deployment. As a result:

• You save a tremendous amount of time since the information is always at your fingertips.
• Data quality is dramatically improved and more timely because you are accessing the source

data directly instead of using manual data collection, import/export or cut and paste time
consuming processes that inherently introduce errors.
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Time is wasted and errors are made when duplicating similar information in multiple corporate
and project planning systems. Since functional systems oftentimes mimic specialization,
scheduling, staffing, resourcing and financial departments tend to sub-optimize and stovepipe
data. Only after data is aligned, integrated and analyzed across disciplines and systems is it
apparent where there are areas lacking coordination essential to project success. Proteus bridges the gap between systems to deliver to the decision-maker essential information in one place
while providing a single point solution to reconcile and correct data quickly and efficiently - thus
providing insight into planning and operations unavailable in any other software application.
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Because Proteus can access information regardless of its location or data format, including
essential corporate intelligence that oftentimes sits in unstructured formats such as Microsoft®
Excel spreadsheets and local Access databases, it turns raw disconnected data into intelligent
information you can use. Furthermore, it scales to large datasets, often referred to as
“Big Data.”
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Each person gets access to data that is relevant to the successful completion of their
role through ONE entry point. Proteus facilitates data standardization particularly for large
organizations, while allowing end-user flexibility for project-specific requirements. Since Proteus
provides both database and application level security you can ensure that information is
provided only to those who need to view or write to the information.
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Proteus provides the ability to apply analytics and views to any information, including timephased, cost performance, and financial performance data.

Proteus business intelligence from SNA Software provides
organizations with better visibility and insight into
organizational efficiency and how time and resources are spent.
Proteus adds significant and important advantages to the
Microsoft EPM® environment since it leverages the flexibility
from using .NET, ODBC, OLE DB, XML, JSON, and XSLT in a
way that is unavailable in any other solution.
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Proteus’ environment is extremely intuitive and flexible, providing information structured
to the way you perform your work. Its powerful engine, built in .NET technology, can parse
and filter through extremely large sets of data in seconds. Since it operates in real-time,
Proteus allows customers to configure and localize their solutions, providing an unparalleled
selection of reports, charts, dashboards, and graphs, as well as a native report designer.
What this means is that an army of consultants, data engineers, and analysts are
unnecessary to implement the solution. Organizations can control their own destiny with
Proteus.
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Proteus is market tested and proven, used on an organizational basis by large Department
of Defense agencies and their suppliers. The use of Proteus BI not only improves
productivity and saves costs otherwise expended in data reconciliation and management,
but improves communication and allows businesses and organizations to understand
interrelationships that were otherwise unclear when working to achieve organizational
goals.
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Proteus’ project integration and intelligence solution is simple to deploy and maintain. It
provides an unparalleled rate of return combined with low initial acquisition, maintenance
and life-cycle costs, especially compared to other alternatives. Proteus provides a simple
and reliable way to integrate data across the enterprise which gives you a superior ability to
leverage your corporate information quickly and easily regardless of the data source.
Proteus enables you to break down artificial barriers and provide timely, relevant and
actionable information for effective management visibility and control.






Scales to “Big Data” but comfortable on the desktop for limited deployments.
Includes Dashboards and scorecards.
Extracts, Transforms, and Loads data regardless of source, allowing businesses to
establish a trusted data warehouse.
Performs performance management, including pre-configured solutions focused on
particular business verticals.




Open architecture allows for leveraging of OLAP, data mining, and predictive analytics.



Leverages entire .NET and Winforms library for easy application of charts, graphs,
spreadsheet controls, and reports.
Time-phased engine treats time-dependent data properly, allowing for trend analysis.





Adaptive user interface allows for easy configuration as opposed to development of
solutions—focusing on what the data indicates instead of limiting analytics.

Agnostic to data source and type—accesses any OLE DB, ODBC, XML, and XSLT
compatible data, including data from relational and flat noSQL environments.
Native query and report writer and easy configuration puts the Subject Matter Expert
and Business Stakeholder back in the driver’s seat.

simple | flexible | powerful
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